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Abstract In this work, a comparative study of liquid

carbon dioxide versus silver iodide seeding effects on a

one-dimensional transient cumulonimbus cloud model is

made. The over-riding concern is to figure out the impli-

cations of different seeding methods and agents for rainfall

enhancement and hail suppression in cumulonimbus

clouds. Based on the model results, it may be inferred that

for the liquid carbon dioxide seeding, the seedability

temperature limit is wider and the dynamic effects and

precipitations are stronger compared to those of the silver

iodide seeding. In addition, based on the model results, the

rainfall enhancement can augment to 52 % for liquid car-

bon dioxide as the cloud top level increases. However, this

rainfall enhancement can augment to only 19 % in the case

of silver iodide seeding. Also, the model results show that

for clouds with cloud top level less than 7 km, the cumu-

lative rainfall for the point seeding is less than that for the

horizontal seeding, but for clouds with cloud top level

more than 9 km, the rainfall amount for the point seeding is

more than that for the horizontal seeding. The results also

show that there exist two threshold temperatures for the

silver iodide seeding methods. The model results also

indicate that the silver iodide seeding in the mixed clouds

can be used for the cloud seeding with the aim of hail

suppression. In general, the obtained results from this

model show to be comparable with the recorded data at rain

gauge stations.

Keywords Homogenous and heterogeneous ice

nucleation � Glaciogenic cloud seeding � Rainfall

enhancement � Hail suppression

Introduction

Since cloud seeding operations are expensive, modeling a

cloud for seeding to figure out feasibility of the seeding,

forecasting, and evaluating the results of the seeding

operations are very important. In a study carried out by

Gharaylou et al. (2009), it was found that the rainfall

modeling, microphysical, and dynamical processes, espe-

cially in cumulonimbus clouds are very determinative in

small-scale modeling. Among numerical schemes, bulk

microphysics parameterizations represent the particle size

with a distribution function; thus, a limited number of

parameters are required to describe the microphysical

processes (Lin et al. 1983; Cotton et al. 1986; Tao and

Simpson 1993; Reisner et al. 1998; Morrison et al. 2005).

As a computational advantage, the bulk microphysics

schemes are widely incorporated into the cloud-resolving

models, mesoscale models, and climate models to simulate

single clouds, mesoscale convective systems, and precipi-

tation processes (Gao et al. 2011). In an another study,

Golestani (2011) observed that precipitation of the con-

vective clouds due to their high rainfall production during

the year and the release of high amount of latent heat are of

great importance and must be taken into account during the

cloud seeding modeling.

In the cloud seeding operations, depending on the aim of

the operation and conditions of cloud systems, suitable

cloud seeding agents should be selected. Hence, correct

selection of seeding agent is one of the most important

factors to determine effective cloud seeding operation.
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Silver iodide and dry ice have been the most widely used in

field projects and the most completely tested in laborato-

ries. However, some aspects of their ice nucleation

behavior as well as their effects on rainfall enhancement

and hail suppression are still not completely known. Het-

erogeneous and homogeneous nucleation processes are two

main known mechanisms for ice nucleation. The former-

like silver iodide (hereinafter shown as AgI) provides ice-

forming nuclei and the later acts as a coolant agent such as

dry ice and liquified glaciogenics (such as propane, carbon

dioxide, and nitrogen) generate ice crystals by intense

cooling. Although the effectiveness of AgI depends on

temperature, the number of generated ice crystals resulting

from the coolant agents is nearly independent of tempera-

ture (Guo et al. 2006).

The ability to influence some clouds through the glaci-

ogenic seeding is investigated by many investigators such

as Braham (1986), Woodley et al. (1982), and Rosenfeld

and Woodley (1989). Also, the effects of aerosols on

microphysics, precipitation and dynamics of single clouds

and cloud systems are investigated for conditions of high

(*4–4.3 km) freezing level by Levin and Cotton (2009),

Rosenfeld et al. (2008), Khain (2009), and many others.

The effects of aerosols on mid-latitude clouds and storms

have been investigated to a less extent (Teller and Levin

2005, 2006). There are many field projects and numerical

models which concentrate on some aspects of seeding

materials and their effects on rainfall enhancement, hail

suppression, and fog dissipation (e.g., English and Marwitz

1981; Fukuta 1996; Wakimizu et al. 2002; Xiao et al. 2005;

Guo et al. 2006; Javanmard 1999; Javanmard et al. 2008;

Karimpirhayati 2010; Seto et al. 2011; Zipori et al. 2012;

Javanmard and Mohammad-Hosseinzadeh 2012). How-

ever, these studies concentrate on specific clouds or

weather conditions. Schlesinger et al. (2006) carried out a

three-dimensional cloud modeling study on the dynamical

and microphysical variability of thunderstorms in different

climate regimes. Seto et al. (2011) used a weather research

forecasting model, radar and satellite data, and other

equipment in a cloud seeding operation by liquid carbon

dioxide (hereinafter shown as LCO2) in Japan in 2006.

They studied the seeding effects on a stratus cloud having a

2-km thickness and a base height of 1,500 m. Orville et al.

(1984, 1987), using a two-dimensional cloud model, sim-

ulated the seeding effects of stratiform-type clouds by AgI

and dry ice. Guo et al. (2006) investigated the effects of the

seeding by AgI and LCO2. The results of the latter work

show that seeding by LCO2 and AgI at -15 to -20 �C

levels of clouds has almost the same dynamic effects on

shallow convective clouds. However, seeding conducted by

LCO2 in regions of maximum supercooled water having

temperatures of 0 to -5 �C produces much stronger

dynamic effects and precipitation. Zhao and Lei (2010)

used a three-dimensional mesoscale model, MM5, to

investigate AgI seeding effects on accumulated rain on the

ground surface for stratiform clouds. The model results

indicated that the seeding may increase precipitation by

5–25 % in the downwind area of the target location. In a

work by Chen and Xiao (2010), their AgI seeding results

indicated a substantial increase of ground surface accu-

mulated precipitations of about 20–30 %.

In regard to glaciogenic seeding, most of the previous

studies concentrated on a particular type of seeding agent,

climate, region, time, and more often shallow convective

and stratiform clouds. In addition, different seeding agents

releasing methods and their effects on seeded convective

clouds which have a mixed phase have been investigated to

a less extent (e.g., Chen and Xiao 2010; Javanmard and

Mohammad-Hosseinzadeh 2012). In spite of great progress

in cloud seeding operations and numerical modelings

(Orville 1996; Garstang et al. 2005), there are still many

unknowns to be determined (Bruintjes 1999; Silverman

2001).

Based on the preceding literature search, the current

work studies a cumulonimbus cloud model having two

different cloud top levels (hereinafter shown as CTL) of

10.5 and 7 km which are seeded using a homogenous

agent, LCO2, and a heterogeneous agent, AgI. Moreover,

these seeding agents are released by two methods of point

seeding (seeding a cloud at one point and only one time)

and horizontal seeding (continuously seeding a cloud hor-

izontally at one point, but several times during 30 min).

Sounding data of the present work are adjusted to produce

clouds with different CTLs to investigate sensitivity of

rainfall enhancement to different CTLs and seeding agents.

This work uses a one-dimensional transient cumulonimbus

cloud model with single-moment bulk parameterization

(Javanmard and Mohammad-Hosseinzadeh 2012; Ja-

vanmard and Karimpirhayati 2012) to compare sensitivity

of the seeding effects to CTLs, existence of mixed phase,

and seeding methods for the two seeding agents of LCO2

and AgI. The work of this project was conducted at the

department of mechanical and aerospace engineering in

Tehran Science and Research branch of Islamic Azad

University in Iran during 2011–2013.

Materials and methods

Model descriptions

In the present study, AgI is selected as a heterogeneous and

LCO2 as a homogenous seeding agent. This selection is due

to the fact that there exist some drawbacks concerning the

other three common coolant seeding agents namely, liq-

uefied propane (being flammable), liquefied nitrogen (not
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sprayable at its vapor pressure), and dry ice pellet (having

rapid falling speed). In this work, the previous Najafi and

Mohammad-Hosseinzadeh model (2013) is modified to

simulate the cloud seeding operation scheme. Two releas-

ing modes of the point and horizontal seeding methods are

utilized in the current work. For the two releasing modes

for both the two agents, the gamma distribution law is

implemented to produce rain and ice species to predict the

mixing ratios of cloud droplets, rain drops, cloud ice, snow,

and hail–graupel. It should be noted here that, in the

present model, the upper air data such as temperature,

relative humidity, dew point temperature, and hydrostatic

pressure are all functions of height or, in other words, the

cloud is in a barotropic atmosphere. Moreover, the cloud is

considered as a circular air column with a time-dependent

radius in an environment at rest. It is assumed that the

pressure adjusts itself instantaneously at any level to take

the same value as that of the environment which is in

hydrostatic equilibrium. The radius of the circular air col-

umn is assumed to be 3 km.

In the earlier model by Najafi and Mohammad-Hos-

seinzadeh (2013), there have been two terms in their model

energy equation (the last two terms) corresponding to the

difference between the coolant seeding agent and the

temperature of the cloud level being seeded. In that work,

those temperatures were -90 and -1 �C, respectively. In

the current work, however, the cloud level seeding tem-

perature is changed to -10 �C for the two point and hor-

izontal seeding cases. At -10 �C, the number of generated

ice crystals per gram of both the seeding agents is

approximately equal to 1013 (Fukuta 1996). For the present

work, the vertical spatial step is considered to be 250 m,

and the temporal step for the LCO2 seeding case is con-

sidered to be 1 versus 5 s for both the no-seeding and AgI

seeding cases. Moreover, here, the clouds are seeded at the

early mature stage (after 30 min from beginning of the

cloud life cycle) and at a height of about 5.75 km above the

ground surface having -10 �C temperatures. In the hori-

zontal seeding case, the seeding time duration is considered

to be 30 min. The present model uses the same initial and

boundary conditions as those of Karimpirhayati (2010). In

order to produce two clouds, one with CTL of 10.5 km and

the other with CTL of 7 km from z km height above the

ground surface onwards, the temperature of the sounding

data is kept to be the same as the temperature of that height

and kept constant. This process is continued until the

ascending air column reaches a stable temperature layer

where the cloud extension is suppressed. It needs to be

mentioned here that when z = 10 km, a mixed cloud with a

CTL of 10.5 km is produced and when z = 5 km, a cloud

with a CTL of 7 km is formed. For the current model, the

motion of the atmosphere of the environment is initiated by

introducing a small updraft that has the form,

wt¼0 ¼ Dw z=z0ð Þ 2� z=z0ð Þð Þ; ð1Þ

which is appropriate for heights of less than 2 km. In Eq. 1,

z denotes elevation from the ground, Dw = 1 m/s, and

z0 = 1 km (Ogura and Takahashi 1971; Chen and Sun

2002).

Model governing equations

The dynamical and microphysical equations for the present

model follow those of the Najafi and Mohammad-Hos-

seinzadeh (2013) model. The appropriate mass, momen-

tum, and energy conservation equations which are used for

all the hydrometeors considered in this model are as

follows:

1

r

o

or
qa0ruð Þ þ o

oz
qa0wð Þ ¼ 0; ð2Þ

oW

ot
¼ �w
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:

ð4Þ

It should be noted here that the last two terms of the

energy equation (Eq. 4) are used just for the LCO2 seeding

case. Also, the conservation equations of the precipitating

and non-precipitating hydrometeors mixing ratios and the

seeding agent mixing ratio become, respectively

oQj
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¼ � w� Vj

� � oQj

oz
þ 2a2

a
wj j Qj0 � Qj

� �

þ 2

a
~ua Qj � ~Qja

� �
þ Qj
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ð5Þ
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oQy

oz
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a
wj j Qy0 � Qy

� �
þ 2

a
~ua Qy � ~Qya

� �
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oXs
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¼ �w

oXs

oZ
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a
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2

a
~ua Xs � ~Xs

� �
þ sinks; ð7Þ
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Where the subscripts ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘a’’ denote the appropriate

environmental and air column radius quantities, respec-

tively. Also, q, u, w, Xs; ~ua, and a2 are air density, radial,

and vertical velocities, the seeding agent mixing ratio,

entrainment or detrainment velocity, and lateral perturba-

tion (which is considered equal to 0.1), respectively. Also,

the superscript ‘‘̃’’ represents the lateral boundary values of

the respective cloud (Chen and Sun 2002).

In the momentum equation (Eq. 3), the first term on the

right represents the vertical advection, the second term, the

lateral eddy exchange, the third term, the dynamic

entrainment that is required to satisfy the mass continuity

between the cloud and environment, the fourth term, the

buoyancy, and the last term, the drag force that is assumed

to be provided by the weight of the cloud droplets, cloud

ice, rainwater, snow, hail–graupel, and seeding agent.

In the energy equation (Eq. 4), Cd, Lv, Ls, Lf, and cp are

the dry adiabatic lapse rate, latent heat of evaporation

(600 cal/g), sublimation (680 cal/g), fusion (80 cal/g), and

heat capacity at constant pressure for dry air (1,000 J/

kg K), respectively. Moreover, in this equation, the

vaporization latent heat and the surface temperature of the

seeding agent are LLCO2
= 55 cal/g and TsLCO2

¼ �90 �C,

respectively. Note that in Eq. 4, P denotes microphysical

processes. This work contains 42 microphysical processes

the same as those of Javanmard and Karimpirhayati (2012).

For more details refer to Section D in the Appendix.

In the energy equation (Eq. 4), the first three terms have

similar meaning as those of Eq. 3. In this equation, the last

two terms represent the cooling process via heat conduc-

tion between the seeded air and LCO2 droplets, and the

cooling process due to vaporization of LCO2, respectively.

In Eq. 4, apart from the first three and the last two terms,

the rest of the terms correspond to heating processes. These

processes are due to condensation, or evaporation, depo-

sition or sublimation, and accretion or fusion of particles.

In Eq. 5, j = R, S, and G, where R denotes rain, S

denotes snow, and G denotes graupel which are precipi-

tating particles. In Eq. 6, y = CI and CL, where CI denotes

cloud ice and CL denotes cloud water which are non-pre-

cipitating particles. In Eqs. 5, 6, and 7, the first term on the

right represents vertical advection, the second term, lateral

eddy exchange, and the third term, in those equations

represents dynamic entrainment of the precipitating parti-

cles, of the non-precipitating particles, and of the seeding

agents, respectively. Also, the fourth term in Eq. 5 corre-

sponds to terminal velocity of the precipitating particles.

The microphysical and dynamical processes calculations

include the following judgments:

If T � 273 K : QV\QIS or QV [ QVS or QIS\QV\QVS; and

If T [ 273 K : QV [ QVS or QV\QVS:

In the above judgments, QIS and QVS denote saturation

mixing ratios over ice and over water, respectively (Hsie

et al. 1980; Guo et al. 2006; Javanmard and Jamali

2004).

Microphysical seeding assumptions and processes

When the seeding agent particles are injected into the

cloud, three terms corresponding to the microphysical

process due to seeding namely, the transformation of

rainwater to precipitating ice (PISR), transformation of

cloud water to cloud ice due to the contact nucleation

(PCSWC), and the depositional nucleation due to the Ber-

geron–Findisen process (PCSWD) are added to the cloud

processes. These terms are calculated through the follow-

ing relations:

PISR ¼ QR

NaR DTð Þ
DtNR

; PCSWC ¼ QCL

NaWðDTÞ
DtNW

; and

PCSWD ¼ NaD DTð ÞA0mB0

S ; ð8Þ

where the fraction of the seeding agent activated for the

supercooling of DT for rainwater is NaR(DT) and that for

cloud water is NaW(DT), the total number of rainwater is

NR, and that for the cloud water is NW. Also, NaD(DT)

denotes the number of seeding agent particles active as

deposition nuclei for supercooling of DT, and mS denotes

the mass of the seeding agent. It should be mentioned that

A0 and B0 are the Bigg’s time-dependent freezing parame-

ters. The seeding processes appropriate terms and

assumptions are described in details in Hsie et al. (1980),

Guo et al. (2006), Young (1974), and Chen and Orville

(1977).

Since the two seeding agents of homogenous and het-

erogeneous have different mechanism of producing ice

nuclei, their injection mixing ratios are selected in different

ways and amounts. The former generates ice crystals by

strong cooling (typically provided by liquid CO2) and the

later by lowering the energy barrier of new phase formation

using ice-forming nuclei such as silver iodide. However,

the number of generated ice crystals per gram for both the

seeding agents at -10 �C is approximately 1013 (Fukuta

1996; Garvey 1975).

It should be mentioned here that the necessary amount

of the coolant seeding agent (LCO2) is calculated the

same way as that in Najafi and Mohammad-Hosseinzadeh

(2013) work which is described in Section C in the

Appendix. Also, in the current work, the injecting amount

of AgI mixing ratio is taken to be 1.2 9 10-4 gg-1 which

is the optimum amount as shown in Fig. 12 in the

Appendix.
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Results and discussion

The results of the LCO2 and AgI seeding on two deep

convective clouds for the considered model are analyzed

and compared here. Five types of hydrometeors namely,

cloud water, cloud ice, snow, hail–graupel, and rain, are

considered in this work. The study discusses the most

effective quantities relevant to precipitation such as mixing

ratio of hail–graupel and cloud ice and rainfall amount for

the three cases of no-seeding, point seeding, and horizontal

seeding. Moreover, threshold temperatures in two releasing

modes of the AgI seeding are determined and discussed.

Also, the appropriate sounding data are adjusted to produce

clouds with different CTLs (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.5 km) for

seeding. The effects of seeding on those clouds are ana-

lyzed. In addition, the effects of mixed phase and cloud top

level on two seeded clouds of one with mixed phase and

one without are considered and focused on in Sections A,

B, and E of the Appendix. It should be mentioned here that

all the presented results here only hold for the model’s

conditions specified in this study.

Cloud ice mixing ratio

Figure 1 shows variations of cloud ice mixing ratio of two

clouds versus height and time. In this model, depending on

the upper air data, the top of the cloud can go upward until

it arrives at a level in which ice crystals can be formed;

consequently, a cumulonimbus cloud with mixed phase

can be created (Figs. 5, 7 in the Appendix). Due to the

lower equilibrium vapor pressure of ice as compared to

that of liquid water, ice crystals in the mixed clouds grow

at the expense of the cloud droplets (Bergeron–Findisen

process, Pruppacher and Klett 1997). Since natural ice

nuclei increase dramatically at -10 �C or colder, cloud

with CTL of 10.5 km includes the mixed phase. As Fig. 2

indicates, in the cloud with CTL of 7 km, cloud top does

not reach high altitudes. In this cloud, the amount of ice

formation is negligible. In general, most of the water

found in these clouds is either partially or completely

above the freezing level and exists in a metastable, or

supercooled state. Understanding how ice is formed in

these clouds is a major challenge in the science of cloud

physics (Pruppacher and Klett 1997; khain et al. 2000).

Freezing of pure water drops occurs spontaneously if

temperature is low enough (homogeneous nucleation). If

ice formation takes place by another substance (hetero-

geneous nucleation), the freezing processes initiates at

higher temperatures (Rogers and Yau 1989; Pruppacher

and Klett 1997). As the figure shows, in general, cloud ice

is located in the updraft core in all the cases. The largest

mixing ratios are located at and just above the updraft

maximum (Figs. 1, 2). In the mixed cloud, the core of the

cloud ice is located somewhere in between 8 and 10 km

distance of the cloud. The cloud ice grows within this

distance, mainly, by vapor deposition. Another point

which can be observed from Fig. 1 is that, in the hori-

zontal seeding cases of the mixed cloud, the generated

cloud ice is concentrated in two cores, one above the

freezing and seeding levels and the other one somewhere

between 8 and 10 km distance where the cloud ice is

produced naturally (Fig. 1). Moreover, based on this fig-

ure, the maximum amount of the cloud ice mixing ratio in

the seeding cases is at least three times greater than that in

the no-seeding cases. In addition, in the point seeding, the

maximum amount of the ice mixing ratio in the AgI

seeding is more than that in the LCO2 seeding for all the

cases considered. These maximum levels are all high-

lighted in the figure. It is noted, however, that for the

mixed cloud in the horizontal seeding case the situation is

reversed (Fig. 1).

Comparison of hydrometeor mixing ratios

Figure 2 shows variations of total mixing ratios of different

hydrometeors versus time for the no-seeding cases point

and horizontal seeding cases using AgI and LCO2 for the

clouds with mixed phase. In this figure, each point on the

curve at each time represents the sum of all the values of

that mixing ratio at different heights from the ground level

to the top of the cloud. These curves are labeled with

‘‘QXT,’’ as Q denotes mixing ratio, T denotes total amount,

and X can take either one of G, R, CL, S, and CI as ordered

in the figure. It is noticed here that the total amount of the

produced hail–graupel mixing ratio is increased for the

LCO2, but it is decreased for the AgI seeding cases. As

Fig. 2 shows, AgI seeding increases snow and cloud ice

mixing ratios and decreases hail–graupel mixing ratio.

Also, horizontal seeding for AgI injection resulted in a

noticeable increase of snow and cloud ice mixing ratio. In

this case, the cloud water mixing ratio is decreased. It

seems that, in the AgI seeding, due to the competition

process and shortage of cloud water, the generated ice

crystals do not have enough opportunity to grow and pro-

duce hail–graupel (khain et al. 2011). For the LCO2

seeding, cloud ice, snow, and graupel mixing ratios are

increased, significantly. Also, in the LCO2 seeding case,

the increase of graupel mixing ratio in the point seeding

mode is more than that in the horizontal seeding. Based on

the model calculations, the maximum hail–graupel pro-

duction and rainfall intensity take place at the same time.

This is verified in Franklin et al. (2005) work (see the

Appendix for more details).

Ice-phase processes play a primary role in initiation and

production of precipitation in convective clouds (Johnson

et al. 1993, 1994). The latent heat released from freezing of
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water drops and deposition of water vapor on ice particles

result in producing a much warmer cloud which, in turn,

enhances growth of the cloud. This means that in the mixed

cloud, due to the seeding, a height increase can be observed

as shown in Fig. 2 (also see Fig. 5 in Section E of the

Appendix). It is noted here that in the point seeding mode

of the AgI seeding, snow is produced approximately

10 min earlier compared to that in the horizontal seeding.

This phenomenon may cause less amount of maximum

graupel mixing ratio and more amount of rainfall

enhancement in the point seeding compared to that in the

horizontal seeding. Although in the horizontal seeding by

LCO2 the amounts of snow and ice formed are augmented,

the results, however, show that the cooling effect (by

Fig. 1 Cloud ice mixing ratio
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LCO2) on the latent heat released (due to the ice processes)

takes over causing a hail increase in the cloud.

Graupel mixing ratio

Table 1 shows the maximum amount of hail–graupel

mixing ratio for different seeding modes, seeding agents,

and CTLs (see Fig. 9 in Section E of the Appendix). The

results of the model show that the amount of graupel

mixing ratio is sensitive to CTL, mixed phase of clouds,

and releasing methods of seeding agents. It can be seen

from the table that, in the cloud with mixed phase in the

point seeding, the decrease of the maximum graupel mix-

ing ratio is more than that in the cloud with mixed phase in

the horizontal seeding. As the table shows, the AgI cloud

seeding can decrease the maximum amount of the graupel

mixing ratio in the mixed cloud significantly. However, the

LCO2 seeding of the cloud without mixed phase increases

the maximum amount of the graupel mixing ratio. It is

noted here that although AgI injection into the cloud

without the mixed phase (CTL = 7 km) in the point

releasing mode can decrease the maximum amount of the

graupel mixing ratio, in the horizontal releasing mode,

however, the injection may increase the ratio. On the

contrary, as the table indicates, LCO2 seeding does not

show any noticeable effects on the mixed cloud.

Based on the obtained model results for the mixed

clouds, extension of regions with positive value of Si

(supersaturation with respect to ice) in the AgI seeded

cloud is less than that in the no-seeding and in the LCO2

seeding cases (see red circles in Fig. 6 of Section E of the

Appendix). Therefore, the hail–graupel growth due to the

AgI seeding is less than that in other cases. It can be

inferred that in the AgI seeding case, the seeding increases

the ice embryos concentration significantly so that the

artificial and natural ice particles compete with one another

to consume more of the available liquid water. The

supercooled water is now redistributed among all the ice

embryos; hence, small hailstones are formed. Falling to the

ground, they melt to rain or snow, and in the other word,

‘‘beneficial competition’’ phenomenon may have taken

place here. Hence, AgI seeding in the mixed cloud can be

used for the cloud seeding with the aim of hail suppression

(Figs. 1, 2, 9, Table 1). It should be noted here that our

model is a single-moment bulk model and cannot predict

the number density of water species added to the mixing

ratios. Obviously, if it were a double-moment bulk model,

Fig. 2 Hydrometeors mixing ratios versus time

Table 1 Maximum amount of hail–graupel mixing ratio (g/kg)

CTL

(km)

No-

seeding

AgI-

point

seeding

LCO2-

point

seeding

AgI-

horizontal

seeding

LCO2-

horizontal

seeding

7 4 2.8 5.5 6 6

10.5 7 3.2 7.5 3.4 7
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explaining hail suppression and beneficial competition for

seeding agents would have been easy and would have been

based on the number density of ice crystals (Lim and Hong

2010; Lee and Donner 2011). In this present work, LCO2

seeding does not decrease the amount of hail/graupel

mixing ratio, but in other situations (e.g., Javanmard and

Mohammad-Hosseinzadeh 2012), it may cause hail

suppression.

Based on the results obtained from the model (Fig. 9 in

the Appendix), the maximum amount of the hail–graupel

mixing ratio is observed to take place within the core of a

thunderstorm. This coincides with the results of Rui et al.

(2010).

Cloud seeding effects on cumulative rainfall

enhancement

Figure 3 shows variations of cumulative rainfall for dif-

ferent CTLs for both LCO2 and AgI seeding agents for all

the cases considered. As the figure shows, the cumulative

rainfall amount is sensitive to the seeding agents, methods

(different releasing modes of seeding agent), and CTL of

clouds. Based on this figure, for clouds with CTL less than

7 km, the cumulative rainfall from the point seeding is less

than that from the horizontal seeding. However, for clouds

with the CTL more than 9 km, the rainfall amount from the

point seeding is more than that from the horizontal seeding.

Moreover, based on the model results, for clouds with the

CTL more than 9 km, the LCO2 seeding shows to enhance

the cumulative rainfall amount significantly compared to

the AgI seeding. These results are in good agreement with

those of Fukuta (1996) and Wakimizu et al. (2002). This

observation shows that the releasing methods of the seed-

ing agents are sensitive to CTLs. Thus, for achieving a high

cumulative rainfall enhancement, the point and horizontal

seeding methods should be selected appropriately. As

Fig. 3 illustrates, the cumulative rainfall enhancement can

change from 1 to 52 % for LCO2 seeding cases and only to

19 % for the AgI seeding. As this figure shows, the most

amount of cumulative rainfall enhancement due to the AgI

seeding takes place in the cloud with a CTL of 7 km. This

is due to the fact that the clouds with CTLs more than 7 km

have mixed phase and those with CTLs less than 7 km

have shortage of supercooled cloud water. For mixed

clouds, since releasing AgI at -10 �C temperature can

cause a competition process, this may decrease the amount

of the cumulative rainfall enhancement. In other words,

injecting AgI into the cloud with a CTL less than 7 km or a

cloud top temperature more than -17 �C makes a small

suitable window of temperature and time for ice nuclei

growth. From another perspective, injecting AgI into a

cloud with a CTL more than 7 km can cause a competition

process due to the existence of mixed phase in the cloud

and as a result, overseeding may decrease the cumulative

rainfall enhancement. It should be noted that there are

some studies conducted on convective clouds which sug-

gest that clouds with tops colder than about -25 �C have

sufficiently large concentrations of natural ice crystals so

that seeding has no effects on their precipitations (Conrad

2006). The results obtained in the present work, however,

indicate that the forgoing statement is only true for the AgI

and not for the LCO2 seeding. Hence, the cumulative

rainfall enhancement due to the LCO2 seeding increases

with increase of CTLs (Fig. 3). This indicates that the

competition process is not effective on the results of the

LCO2 seeding. As this figure shows, the cumulative rainfall

amount of the clouds increases with the increase of their

CTLs. In fact, since convective motions and heat transfer

for these clouds increase (due to increase of the cloud

thickness), the cumulative rainfall produced by the clouds

with higher CTLs increases. Although these clouds drop-

lets upward motions are very slow near the cloud base, the

increase of the cloud thickness can augment the cloud

instability due to release of the latent heat of cloud water

and seeding agent. Therefore, with increase in cloud water

heat transfer and the convective available potential energy

(CAPE), consequently, the cumulative rainfall increases

(Rogers and Yau 1989).

Coolant seeding agents (e.g., LCO2) release can produce

abundant ice crystals at temperatures as warm as -1 �C

with little temperature dependency. However, the air

temperature must be -5 �C or colder for AgI to begin

forming ice crystals by artificial nucleation of supercooled

liquid water, or -8 �C or colder to produce enough crystals

to generate significant snowfall. The efficiency of the AgI

seeding increases as the temperature decreases until a

specific temperature is attained. After this ‘‘threshold

temperature’’ (at which a small, but detectable fraction of a

large population of AgI agents act as ice nuclei), further

cooling of the supercooled liquid water cloud will result in

many orders of magnitude higher effective AgI agents.

Since natural ice nucleation dramatically increases at about

-10 �C or colder, there is a narrower temperature ‘‘win-

dow’’ (compared to that for LCO2) in which AgI can

Fig. 3 Cumulative rainfall on ground versus CTLs
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augment precipitation where nature cannot. This tempera-

ture window may reduce the time period for crystals to

grow at the proper temperatures and suitable supercooled

liquid water conditions (Zipori et al. 2012). It can be

concluded here that the aforementioned phenomena cause

lower cumulative rainfall enhancement for the AgI seeding

compared to that for the LCO2 seeding as it can be seen in

Fig. 3.

Rainfall intensity sensitivity of AgI seeding modes

with respect to seeding temperature

Since the number of ice nuclei produced by LCO2 is almost

temperature independent and its sensitivity to the seeding

modes has been discussed in earlier works by the authors

(Najafi and Mohammad-Hosseinzadeh 2013; Javanmard

and Mohammad-Hosseinzadeh 2012), this section con-

centrates only on the sensitivity of rainfall intensity with

respect to seeding temperature only for the AgI seeding

modes. Figure 4 shows implications of the AgI seeding

temperatures for the ground rainfall intensity of the mixed

cloud versus time for the point and horizontal seeding

cases. As this figure indicates, there are two threshold

temperatures for each seeding method. As it is expected,

one of these temperatures, for both seeding modes, is

-20 �C at which all the seeding agents become active as

ice nuclei. The other temperature is -8 �C for the point

and -11 �C for the horizontal seeding methods. These are

the temperatures around which the maximum vapor pres-

sure difference between the liquid water and ice occurs in

the mixed cloud. These threshold temperatures are indi-

cated by diamond symbol in this figure. As shown in

Figs. 2 and 4, it seems that in the point seeding, since ice

processes are initiated about 10 min earlier than that in the

horizontal seeding, the second threshold temperature of the

point seeding (-8 �C) occurs at the warmer temperature

compared to that (-11 �C) of the horizontal seeding

(Bergeron–Findisen process).

Conclusion

Based on the model considered in this study, a comparative

study of liquid CO2 versus AgI seeding effects on rainfall

enhancement and hail suppression in cumulonimbus clouds

is made. For injections, AgI is selected as a heterogeneous

seeding agent and LCO2 as a homogenous one. A one-

dimensional time-dependent cloud model with bulk

parameterization is used as an extension of Karimpirhay-

ati’s deep convective cloud model (2010). Two releasing

modes of point and horizontal seeding are numerically

simulated at -10 �C. At this temperature, the number of

generated ice crystals per gram for both the seeding agents

is approximately equal to 1013. For the two releasing

modes, for the two agents, the gamma distribution law is

implemented for the production of rain and ice species to

predict the mixing ratios of cloud droplets, rain drops,

cloud ice, snow, and hail–graupel. Appropriate sounding

data are adjusted to produce clouds with CTLs of 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, and 10.5 km. The AgI and LCO2 injections are con-

ducted in cloud regions that contain high magnitude of

upward motions and high amount of supercooled water.

Based on the model results, it may be inferred that the

LCO2 seeding produces stronger dynamic effects and

precipitation than the AgI seeding due to the formation of

more new convective cells of the seeded cloud and a wider

temperature window of seedability (Fig. 4). This phe-

nomenon occurring in the region of the maximum super-

cooled water with temperature of 0 to -5 �C is verified by

Guo et al. (2006) work. The results obtained from the

model show that the temporal extension and the maximum

values of downward motions in the seeded cloud by LCO2

are more than those by AgI. In the LCO2 seeding, the

vertical velocity reaches to its maximum in the developing

stage with a steep slope, and the downward motions

become stronger. In the AgI seeding cases, at each specific

moment of the cloud life cycle, as the cloud altitude is

increased, the vertical velocity is increased and decreased

Fig. 4 Rainfall intensity on

ground versus time
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stochastically. It should be noted that there are some

studies conducted on convective clouds which suggest that

clouds with tops colder than about -25 �C have suffi-

ciently large concentrations of natural ice crystals so that

the seeding has negligible effects on their precipitations

(Conrad 2006). The results obtained in this work, however,

indicate that this statement is only true for the AgI and not

for the LCO2 seeding.

The rainfall intensity obtained from the model shows to

be comparable with the rainfall intensity data recorded at

the rain gauges given in Morin et al. (2006) work (Fig. 4).

The illustrated results show that there are two threshold

temperatures for each seeding method. As it is expected,

one of those temperatures for both seeding modes is

-20 �C at which all the seeding agents’ particles become

active as ice nuclei. The other temperatures are -8 and

-11 �C for the point and horizontal seeding methods,

respectively (Fig. 4). The current work shows that the

rainfall and graupel mixing ratio are sensitive to the

seeding agents, methods (different releasing methods of

seeding agent), and CTLs. The depicted results show that

for a cloud with a CTL less than 7 km, the cumulative

rainfall from the point seeding is less than that from the

horizontal seeding, but for a cloud with a CTL more than

9 km, the rainfall amount from the point seeding is more

than that from the horizontal seeding. Moreover, based on

the present model results, for clouds taller than 9 km, the

enhancement of cumulative rainfall amount through the

AgI seeding is insignificant. However, for the same clouds,

the cumulative rainfall amount enhancement through the

LCO2 seeding is substantial. These results are in good

agreement with those of Fukuta (1996) and Wakimizu et al.

(2002). In fact, quantitatively, the current model illustrates

a cumulative rainfall enhancement from 1 to 52 % in LCO2

seeding versus to only 19 % in AgI seeding. Since clouds

with a CTL more than 7 km have a mixed phase and those

with a CTL less than 7 km have a shortage of supercooled

cloud water, the most amount of cumulative rainfall

enhancement for the AgI seeding takes place in the cloud

with CTL of 7 km as shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, the

maximum amount of cumulative rainfall enhancement for

AgI seeding in this study is comparable with those of Chen

and Xiao (2010).

The results generated by the model show that injecting

AgI into the cloud with CTLs less than 7 km or with cloud

top temperatures more than -17 �C makes a narrow and

suitable window of temperature and time with insufficient

amount of supercooled water for the ice nuclei to grow.

This prevents the growth of initial hail embryos to become

hail of stone size. This is in good agreement with hail

suppression hypotheses stated by Krauss (1999), Heyms-

field (1982), and others. Based on the results obtained,

seeding by LCO2 like liquid propane may expand the

temperature window of seedability (Griffith and Solak

2006). This expansion causes more rainfall and hail fall

enhancement by LCO2 seeding than those by AgI seeding

(Fig. 3). The results here also show that the hail–graupel

growth, due to deposition of AgI seeding, is less than that

in LCO2 seeding. In addition, the model results indicate

that, for the AgI seeding, the total amount of snow and

cloud ice mixing ratios are increased, but the total amount

of hail–graupel mixing ratio is decreased. Therefore, it can

be inferred that, in the AgI seeding case, the beneficial

competition phenomenon may have taken place here, and

as a result, the ice crystals did not have enough opportunity

to grow and produce hail–graupel particles (Khain et al.

2011). Hence, AgI seeding in the mixed cloud can be used

for cloud seeding with the aim of hail suppression (Figs. 1,

2, 9, Table 1). However, it should be noted here that LCO2

seeding in this present work does not decrease the amount

of hail/graupel mixing ratio, but in other situations like in

Javanmard and Mohammad-Hosseinzadeh (2012) case it

may cause hail suppression.

It is important to mention here that care must, of course,

be taken that the above analyses are just for the proposed

model including its entire boundary and initial conditions.

The analyses only represent the authors’ point of views and

can only be used as some guidance for further investiga-

tions in the field.
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Appendix

Section A: Cloud formation

Assuming that water vapor mixing ratio in air is Qv, then

supersaturation with respect to water (S) and with respect

to ice (Si) is calculated as (Karimpirhayati 2010),

S ¼ Qv

Qvs

� 1 and Si ¼
Qv

Qis

� 1; ð9Þ

where Qvs and Qis are saturation mixing ratio over water

and ice, respectively. Moreover, these two terms are

functions of pressure (P) and temperature (T) and they are

calculated as follows:

QiS ¼ 3:8P�110
9:5ðT�273Þ

T�8 ; QVS ¼ 3:8P�110
7:5ðT�273Þ

T�6 : ð10Þ

In this model, the cloud’s boundary is determined based

on the supersaturation with respect to water (S) being equal

to zero. This means that the positive amount of S shows the

existence of the cloud, saturation with respect to water,
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condensation, and rainfall probability. The negative

amount of S indicates the evaporation and cloud

disappearance. The effective factor on the cloud vertical

extension is the environmental lapse rate above the cloud

base. When the lapse rate becomes more than the saturated

lapse rate, conditions for the saturated air become unstable,

creating upward motions. When the saturated air reaches a

stable air layer, the cloud top extends horizontally. In this

model, depending on the upper air data, the top of the cloud

can go upward until it arrives at a level at which ice

crystals can be formed, and consequently, a cumulonimbus

cloud can be created. Figure 5 shows the variations of S

Fig. 5 Height versus time for supersaturation with respect to water (S)
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versus height and time for the no-seeding, point seeding,

and horizontal seeding cases. As they are indicated in the

figure by red squares, the height and time continuity of the

cloud boundary in the seeding cases are more than those in

the no-seeding case.

Section B: Vertical velocity (w) in the cloud

Figure 7 shows variations of vertical velocity (w) versus

height and time for the no-seeding case, for both the point

and horizontal seeding methods using AgI and LCO2 for

Fig. 6 Height versus time for supersaturation with respect to ice (Si)
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clouds with CTLs of 7 and 10.5 km. As this figure shows,

the stages of the cloud life cycle namely, the developing,

mature, and dissipation stages, according to the definition

of Ogura and Takahashi (1971) and Gharaylou (2010), are

recognized here. In the developing stage, since the air

parcel has the maximum kinetic energy obtained by the

integration of the positive buoyancy, the upward motion

induced by the kinetic energy is dominated in the entire

cloud. The cloud stage shifts from the developing stage to

the mature stage when the upward motion induced by the

kinetic energy is disappeared from the entire cloud regions;

hence, the downward motions begin. In the dissipation

Fig. 7 Height versus time for vertical velocity ‘‘w’’
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stage, the downward motions (dashed lines in Fig. 7) are

the dominated motions in the cloud. Moreover, the clouds

are seeded at the early mature stage (after 30 min from

beginning of the cloud life cycle) and at a height of about

5.75 km above the ground surface having -10� C

temperatures. In the horizontal seeding case, the seeding

duration is 30 min.

As Fig. 7 shows, in the LCO2 seeding, the vertical

velocity reaches its maximum at the end of the developing

stage with a steep slope and the downward motions become

Fig. 8 Height versus time for temperature difference (TT)
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stronger with a significant increase of temporal distribution

in the dissipating stage. In the AgI seeding cases, at each

specific moment of the cloud life cycle, as the cloud alti-

tude is increased, the vertical velocity is increased and

decreased stochastically. The reason may refer to the fact

that, in the case of AgI seeding, the positive amount of

supersaturation with respect to water (S) is increased which

affects the ice formation process commencement. Succes-

sive increase and decrease of vertical velocity in these

cases indicate exothermic and endothermic processes due

Fig. 9 Graupel mixing ratio
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to different sorts of water phase changes. In other words,

the lapse rate exceeds the saturation lapse rate; hence,

conditions for the saturated air become unstable, creating

upward motions. When the saturated air reaches a stable air

layer, the cloud top extends horizontally. Near the cloud

top, the cloud water is evaporated due to entrainment of the

cold dry air into the cloud. Moreover, in this region (which

is the region of the evaporation cooling), temperature dif-

ference between the environment and cloud (TT) is nega-

tive (dashed lines in Fig. 8) and the amount of water within

the cloud decreases gradually and the downdraft motions

begin (dashed lines in Fig. 7). As shown in this figure,

temporal extension and maximum amount of downward

motions in the cloud due to the LCO2 seeding are more

than those in the case of AgI seeding. The seeding level

and CTL are indicated in this figure.

Section C: LCO2 amount for seeding

According to Fukuta (1996), the rate of LCO2 seeding can

be calculated by considering the mass of the existing ice

crystals in the cloud (mC = 10-5 g), number of ice crystals

generated by LCO2 (n = 1013 g-1), liquid water content

wl ¼ 0:5 g
m3

� �
, and the mass of LCO2 for volume V (m3) of

cloud or moist weather, therefore,

mLCO2
¼ wlV

nmC

: ð11Þ

For this model, the seeding agent mixing ratio XLCO2
ð Þ is

used for the cloud seeding and this ratio can be obtained

by,

XLCO2
ðjÞ ¼ mLCO2

mair

¼
0:5� 10�3 kg

m3 � V

1013gr�1 � 10�5gr� qair
kg

m3 � V

¼ 5� 10�12

qairðjÞ
g

g
;

ð12Þ

where mair and qair denote mass and density of the air

column at the injection height (5.75 km), respectively

(Fukuta 1996).

Fig. 10 Height versus time for

cloud water mixing ratio before

seeding

Fig. 11 Two sounding data before seeding: potential temperature

(T) and dew point temperature (TD)

Fig. 12 Rainfall intensity on ground versus time for different amount

of AgI mixing ratios (g/g)
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Section D: Microphysical processes

In Eq. 4, P indicates microphysical processes which are,

condensation of cloud water (PCOND), homogenous ice

nucleation (PNUH), production of cloud ice using ice nuclei

(PNUF), freezing of cloud water (for DT B 40) to form cloud

ice (PNUA), evaporation of cloud water (PCLEVP), rain water

(PREVP), and cloud ice (PIEVP), sublimation of snow

(PSSUB), and of graupel (PGSUB), depositional growth of

snow (PSDEP) and of cloud ice (PIDEP), accretion of cloud

water by snow (PSACW) and by graupel (PGACW), melting of

snow (PSMLT), and of graupel (PGMLT), and of cloud ice

(PIMLT), Bergeron process transformation of cloud water to

form snow (PSFW), probabilistic freezing of rain to form

graupel (PGFR), accretion of rainwater by graupel (PGACR),

accretion of rain and snow by cloud ice (PIACRS), accretion

of rain and snow by snow (PSACRS), and accretion of rain

and graupel by snow (PSACRG) and by cloud ice (PIACRG).

The energy equation also takes into account three more

terms associated with the seeding processes including

transformation of rainwater to precipitating ice (PISR),

transformation of cloud water to cloud ice due to the contact

nucleation (PCSWC), and depositional nucleation due the

Bergeron–Findisen process (PCSWD) (Hsie et al. 1980; Guo

et al. 2006; Javanmard and Jamali 2004).

Section E: Figures

In Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 the dashed and solid lines indicate the

appropriate negative and positive quantities, respectively

(Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12).
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